INTERVIEW

Air India SATS Airport
Services Pvt Ltd (AISATS)
recently launched a
mobile app to facilitate
the cargo tracking
process at AISATS Air
Freight Terminal and
at AISATS COOLPORT,
located at Kempegowda
International Airport
(KIA), Bengaluru. In
an exclusive interview,
Mike Chew, CEO, AISATS
talks about the growing
importance of technology
in the business.
-By Deepashree Banerjee
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Please throw some light on the
process of cargo handling by AISATS
at Kempegowda International Airport.
Air India SATS Airport Services Private Limited,
provides world-class ground handling and cargo
handling services at Kempegowda International
Airport, Bengaluru. For its cargo handling
services, AISATS has an award-winning Air
Freight Terminal and India’s first integrated onairport perishable cargo handling centre - the
AISATS COOLPORT. The Air Freight Terminal is
TAPA (Transport Asset Protection Association)
certified and the AISATS COOLPORT is GDP
(Good Distribution Practices) and HACCP
(Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points)
certified. Both the cargo facilities are IATA
e-freight compliant.
For the ease of cargo movement, AISATS
has in-house regulatory support at the Air
Freight Terminal such as Customs, Document
Management Services for Customs, Central
Industrial Security Force (CISF), Office of
Commercial Taxes, Drug Controller, Plant
Quarantine, Animal Quarantine, Punjab
National Bank and a Visvesvaraya Trade
Promotion Centre (VTPC) counter (for issuing
certificates of origin).
Export cargo handling starts with cargo
acceptance along with its supporting
documents. The cargo is weighed using
calibrated flushed weighing scales and
mechanised pallet-weighing scales available
at the truck docks. Any discrepancies in weight
and dimensions other than those declared in
the supporting documents are highlighted to
the concerned agents and airlines so that the
requisite amendments can be made before the
consignment is actually accepted.
After these checks, the cargo is stored
in a non-sterile area of the Air Freight
Terminal. In the cargo terminal, AISATS has
technologically advanced equipments such as
ASRS (Automated Storage Retrieval System),
which works at high speeds to enable delivery/
acceptance of cargo within 45 seconds, and the
VNA (Very Narrow Aisle), which can store
and retrieve cargo vertically up to a height of
17 meters. On receiving the Let Export Order
(LEO) from the Customs department, the cargo
is screened and is transferred to the sterile area
of the warehouse for build-up and for loading
into ULDs. Additionally, Elevated Transfer
Vehicles are used to actively track all the ULDs
in the ETV queue lanes. These lanes have a
capacity to store 360 ULDs.
For imports, cargo is brought into the
warehouse and the consignment details are
cross verified with the import supporting
documents/Freight Forwarding Message

(FFM) received into the system. The shipments
are then stored into the ASRS and VNA of the
imports section. Once the Custom clearance
formalities are completed and the Customs
department’s authorised bill-of-entry and outof-charge order are submitted along with the
airline’s delivery order, the cargo is then released
to the agents/consignee.

Technology is going to bring a revolution in
the air cargo industry. How do you perceive
the role of technology in the business?
What are the green initiatives taken by the
AISATS cargo handling unit for an efficient
and smoother cargo operations?
The Indian air freight market is expanding at a
rapid pace and, with increase in international
trade, is expected to reach 2.8 million tons
by 2018. This projected increase underscores
the need to revolutionise the cargo handling
process through technology and digitisation.
The air cargo industry is in the process
of reinventing itself and is moving towards
becoming more efficient, cost effective and

“The Indian air freight
market is expanding at
a rapid pace and, with
increase in international
trade, is expected to reach
2.8 million tons by 2018.”
transparent. It is imperative that cargo handlers
adapt the latest technology to provide its
customers with access to real-time information
on cargo handled. This will enable customers
to undertake long-term planning confidently
and also respond appropriately to emerging
conditions in a timely manner.
AISATS is also a strong advocate of green
technology and is the first IATA e-Freight
compliant Air Freight Terminal in India. This
paperless cargo process enables the electronic
exchange of data and messages, and thus brings
cost effectiveness and operational efficiency to
the cargo handling process by facilitating faster
cargo processing and online shipment tracking.
Some of the prime features of this technology are
e-Customs, e-Booking and e-Air Way Bill (AWB).

AISATS is the only air cargo operator in
Bengaluru to develop a free on-the-go
app to offer its customers cargo-tracking
solutions. How do you believe the mobile
app named AISATS Cargo is going to
facilitate the cargo tracking process at
AISATS Air Freight Terminal and at AISATS
COOLPORT, located at Kempegowda

International Airport (KIA), Bengaluru?
The AISATS Cargo app has been developed
with the aim of providing a hassle-free tracking
mechanism for the cargo handled at AISATS Air
Freight Terminal and at AISATS COOLPORT
located at Kempegowda International
Airport, Bengaluru. It picks up shipment data
from COSYS and furnishes comprehensive
consignment details to its users.
The app simplifies the tracking process by
letting the user input the AWB number and
retrieve real-time information on the shipment
such as date and time of uplift/arrival, number
of pieces, weight and the approval status of the
delivery order through its e-DO feature.
The app has been introduced with the goal
of increasing transparency in the supply chain,
and to enable better time management by
furnishing extensive details of the cargo at any
point of time. The stakeholders involved can
plan and relay all the relevant information to
other members in the supply chain by accessing
the app instead of checking multiple sources,
thus making the process simpler and quicker.

Please brief us on the types of cargo
handled by AISATS. Does that include
priority cargo, odd dimensional cargo,
and dense cargo as well?
AISATS possesses the requisite know-how and
capability to handle all types of cargo including
general cargo, perishable cargo, pharmaceutical
and bio-technology cargo, heavy cargo such
as machinery and helicopter, mail and courier
cargo, express cargo, transshipment cargo
as well as cargo requiring special attention
such as live animals, dangerous goods and
valuable cargo. It is equipped with dedicated
infrastructure to fulfill the specific handling
requirements for each type of cargo: two
Dangerous Goods rooms covering 350 sq ft for
Special Cargo and three strong rooms spread
over 700 sq ft for Valuable Cargo.
In addition to this, AISATS has also
developed India’s first integrated on-airport
perishable handling centre, the AISATS
COOLPORT, solely dedicated to handle
perishable cargo such as fruits, vegetables,
pharmaceuticals, poultry, seafood etc. This
comprehensive facility is spread over an area
of 11,000 sq m and has the ability to handle
40,000 tons of temperature-sensitive cargo
per annum. This facility houses 17 dedicated
cold storage rooms with temperatures ranging
from -250C to 250C to cater to a wide variety of
perishable products and has a Plant Quarantine
Inspection and Certification facility, Drug
Controller Lab Testing facility and in-house
Custom Clearances.
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